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Harding Brings Land of Oz To The Stage
"Oz" Cast
Prepares
For Flight

Managing Time Key
To Musical's Success
By JEREMY WATSON
copy editor
CARA GUGLIELMON
stud ent reporter

By SAMANTHA HOLSCHBACH
assistant news editor
When posed with the question,
"Ifyou could have any superpower,
what would you choose?" individuals often cite telepathy, the power
to become invisible or the ability
to fly as their top options.
For sophomore Haley Jane Witt,
who stars as rhe Wicked Witch
of the West in the Homecoming
musical, "The Wizard of Oz," the
ability to "fly" has recently transformed into a regular capability,
thanks to the collaborative efforts
of the ZFX flying company with
some of the cast members.
When Witt first learned that
her character would harness the
ability to fly, she was elated.
"I was thrilled beyond belief,''
Witt said.
However, Wire's initial elation
with the prospect melted like
her character vrhen her second

thought was, "I hope I'm not
afraid of heights. Oh no, I hope
I don't get scared."
Luckily for Harding's "Wizard

of Oz" production, Wier's worries
dissolved amid the joy ofenhancing
her character's qualities.
Witt said that the flying, "kind
of bring§ the whole eharacter alive
for me. Ir's a blast flying; you're up
so high, always cackling."
see FLYING page 3a

JEFF MONTGOMERY I Public Relations
Sophomore Paige Edmison holds Toto and sings during rehearsals, preparing for her role as Dorothy in
the Homecoming musical, "The Wizard of Oz:'

Ar the beginning of a rehearsal
for "The Wizard of Oz" in the
Benson a few days before rhe
first show, chaos is the order of
the day.
The orchestra is warming up
their instruments in a cacophony
of scales and notes, the scenery
is still being put together and
performers are running across
the stage, checking their mi crophones and getting into
character. The technical crew
is setting up sound and lights
while some people finish eating
their meals before everything
really starts happening.
T h is wildly active scene is
typical of performances of this
magnitude. as the first show date
approaches, and can be seen building up thro ughout the weeks of
practice and preparation. W ith
a large-sca le show like "The
Wizard of Oz" that will be seen
by so many people, much more
work goes into getting it ready
for viewing than can be guessed
by those in the audience.
The sce n ery alone rake s
countless hours to construct,
while each and every cast mem. ber p uts in ::_sreat j_;~l.of thne
learning lines, choreography
and timing. And all the work
is done by people who have to
deal with other activities and

classes as well.
"Every day we train to do
wharever is needed that day ro
get the show on its feet," Robin
Miller, the director of "Oz," said.
"During the day, there's this thing
called teaching classes. And I'm
planning for the rehearsal, things
like working through costume issues
and arranging for things."
Even thou gh Miller is not
directly in charge of every aspect
of the produ ction, he spends
time working with each part:
actors and singers, scenery,
choreography, lines, costumes
and makeup , sound, music,
lighting, digital effects, flying
and even dog training.
"I spend a !or of rime with the
primary production ream," Miller
said. "We literally break the show
apart; nor scene by scene but line
by line."
Both teachers and students
feel the strain of having to do so
much in so little rime. A common thought echoed by many
involved is that they feel rushed,
and everything is pushed up to
the last minute.
"The most difficult part is
time management," said junior
Jacque Breuer, a member of the
ensemble. "There's a lot of stuff
that goes on. You have to learn
the dances and you have to make
them original on the stage. You
can't just haveevfr}·body" doing
the exact same thing; otherwise
it looks boring.
see OZ page 3a

HU Orchestra Remains
Unseen, Not Unheard
By AMANDA PRUITI
editor in chief
When the "Wizard of Oz"
opens tonight, junior Whitney
Hammes knows she will witness
a familiar reaction while sitting
in the orchestra pit.
Inevitably, people from the
audience will lean over the
Benson stage and look down
below at the musicians, the instruments and the singer below
in surprise. With disbelief, they
discover that the actors on stage
are performing to Ji ve music
instead of a CD.
The 20-member group and
their musical instruments are
joined by a dozen singers in
a low-ceilinged concrete bo x
full of cables, microphones and
music stands, and from thi s
hidden bunker, the orchestra
provides the unseen mu sical
accompaniment for the singing
and dancing the audience can
actually see.
'There are many unsung people

"It has to be performed
well because there are
no second shots. You
have to do it right the
first ti me."
Mike Chance
orchestra di rector

who are not in costume on stage
that make the musical possible,"
said Mike Chance, the director of
Harding's orchestra and marching band.
Chance hand selects the members for the musical orchestra.
With so many other recitals and
performances on the schedule,
music majors do not have rime
to begin musical rehearsals at the
beginning of the semester. Only
the most experienced musicians
on campus are selected because
the music must be learned very
quickly because orchestra rehearsals begin only four weeks before
opening night.
see ORCHESTRA page 3a

TAYLOR DURHAM I The Bison
Harding orchestra director Mike Chance conducts members of the orchestra on Wed nesday in preparation for the Homecoming musical, ''The

Wizard of Oz:' Performances will be held today and tomorrow at 8 p.m. as part of t he Homecoming Weekend festivities.

Harding Opens History House
By ASHTON REELY
news editor
When most people rhink
ofL.C. Sears, Patti.Cobb or
Cathcart, they picture large
dormitories - never stopping
to wonder about the person
whose name is printed in large
letters on the sign.
Most of us have heard the
phrase "Remember where you
came from," bur do we really
ever think back to the people
whose sacrifices have brought
us where we are today? Wandering through the Harding
History House, I co uldn't help
bur feel an overwhelming sense
of pride - like l was a small
. piece of something much bigger than myself.
TAYLOR DURHAM IThe Bison
The rooms are set up
The first room in the Ha rding History House contains memorabilia from Harding's first year of existance in
chronologically, starting with
1924. The History House, on Lott Tucke r Drive, opened Thursday and will be open all weekend.
information and pictures from

Harding's Morril ton campus
in 1924. In 1934, the college
purchased Searcy's Galloway
College, which was a Methodist
women's coJlege at the rime.
Beneath all the picrutes from
this time period, two school
desks stand against the wall. Far
from the luxuries that stadium
seating now offers, I wonder to
myself how any normal-sized
person could fir into them
- more or less finish schoolwork
on the tiny table. These desks
were used at Galloway College
and I can't help bur admire the
determination of the ladies who
sat in them, paving the way
for young women like me who
desire an education.
I will admit rhat I ofren take
going to class and chapel for
granted; one plaque I read told
the story of students holding
umbrellas in the classroom and

instructors teaching in raincoats when it rained because no
roof had yet been bu.i!t.
As I look to my right, one
wall is dedicated to Harding's
past pres idents. Liz Howell,
director of alu1nni and parent
relations, directed my attention
toward a section that featured
the presidents' wives - very influenti al women who need nor
be lost in history. Howell said it
makes her appreciace these men
and the women who helped
them pursue their dreams.
"What this has done for me
ifi let me know the human side
of all these figures from the
past,'' Howell said.
Howell said the university
has been collecting this historical memorab ilia for many years
and said she is excited about
the new display.
see HISTORY page 3a
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T he Navy Hits The High C's

NOAH DARNELL I Public Relations
A soloist p erforms a number with the United States Navy Band Wednesday in the Administration Auditorium. The band tours the country promoting patriotism by performing ceremonies and public

concerts. They promote awareness for the Navy and represent the U.S. through their musical tours.

OZ: Cast Experien ces Sense of Community
CONTINUED from 1 a

"And the n we're making
cost umes and we're building
th e set through the whole thing.
Right now we're down to crunch
tim e and so we're building set
an d making costumes at rhe
last minute, which is scary and
hecti c.
The hardest part is figuring
out wh en you're supposed to
d o all th is stuff, because you
still h ave th e social aspect of
yo ur life. You're throwing in
all these hours with the musical
on top of your schoolwork and
everything else."
Nor all rhe work is done during
the school year, though. Miller
said th at they work on a show
like "Oz" for many months before
they get a cast or crew and school
starts. Work fo r this show starred
in February and went through
,.,,..the summer.
"The vast majority [of mywork}
is planning," Miller said. "Things
like sec design and working with
costumers. The majority of my
work is done outside rehearsals.
When school starts, it becomes
executing the plans.
" Yo u basically decide what is
the story you're telling, then how
do we cell that story. le comes into
staging, costume design ... you've
got a lot of different points of
view in it - which are you going
to cell? Then, how are we going
co cell it consistenrly throughout
the evening?"
Once school starts and a cast
and crew are found, the work
fo r the students stares. Things
like the set and costumes are

enjoyed most was the bonds they
formed with fello\v performers
and tech crew members.
Spe nding that much rime
together and working towards a
common goal really brings everyone
together, they said.
"There's a bunch of different
Jacque Breuer
junior people in this musical that I'd
never really have the chance
worked on constantly, while to interact with," Breuer said.
rehearsals are held for hours "This is a community. It's all
and often, even nightly as the these people who might not ever
really see each other outside of
show approaches.
.. In the evenings we have re- doing rhe musical together who
hearsals for four or five hours per spend countless hours a week
night," Miller said. ·:we're working together.
"Then in the end we come
directly with the performers and
up with a show that hundreds of
scenes, on lines and dances.
"Performers are nor robots. We people, thousands of people are
give them ideas and they go with going to see and love. I just like
it. The bottom goal is to keep us the sense of community. It's like
a separate side of Harding, apart
going in the same direction."
Even though so much time is put from the scholastic side."
That se nse of comm unity is
into working on the performance,
it is still difficult to memorize all part of what makes the producthe lyrics to the songs and moves tion become a show that everyone
involved is proud to display for the
co the dances.
"The choreography is hard thousands of people that will see
depending on the level that you've it over Homecoming Weekend.
danced at before," Breuer said. "I've Miller said that the main goal is
danced before, so for me it wasn't not to put on a good show for
as difficult, but for some people the audience, although thar is
the end they all work cowards,
it is difficult co pick up.
but to use "'Oz" as something to
"Because it's a musical, you have
people who are rnusic people and bring people together and build
people who are dance people. It's a sense of camaraderie.
"We want to use this as a posiinteresting to try to combine the
two into one big group of people tive experience for our students
involved," Miller said. "Thar's
doing the same thing."
Along the lines of getting the bottom line. We happen to
people &om different backgrounds entertain an audience."
"The Wizard of Oi' will show
together to accomplish one thing,
many people involved with the tonight at 8 and then again at
production said rhar what they the same rime on Saturday.

"I just like the sense
of community. It's
like a separate side of
Harding, apart from
the scholastic side."

HISTORY: Young And Old Brought Together
CONTINUED from 1 a

"We had the history room
in the library but we grew out
of that," Howell said. "Dr.
Burks felt like it was time to
devote a house instead of just a
room ro history. We are going
to open it at Homecorning,
but it will always be a work in
progress."
The History House brings
people, young and old, together
for one purpose. On one of
the walls, hangs a 2007 copy
of The Bison. Seeing my name
made me feel like I was a part
of history- that n1y coworkers and I are working coward
something that will stand the
rest of time.
It is very easy to get caught
up in our own lives and what
we are going through, which
is why it is important to look
back in history and realize

that others have been where
" I th ink for us to
we are presenrly. They were
real ize w hat we have
able to look past their present
today, we have to look
rrials and have hope for the
future.
back at the sacrifices
"Mrs. Armstrong and I will
that peop le made."
soon be our of the picture, but
we are counting on you to carry
Liz Howell
on this unparalleled effort in
director of alumni relations
Christian service," J.N. Arm"For Freedom," tears fill my
strong wrote.
eyes. Where I once felt a void,
"You will find many
a strong connection with my
problems along rhe way but
school no\v stands.
your greatest difficulty will
"I think for us to realbe keeping our schools and
ize what we h ave toda y we
coll>,ges Christian. This effort
will be forever drawing a lot ..
have to look back at the
sacr~fices chat peopl e mad e
of resources. Mrs. Armstrong
- and it is hum bling to
and I will be praying here and
see what people d id fo r th is
even in heaven that your faith
dream. And I don 'r think
fail not and char your strength
hold out."
they could have ever imagAs l read the founding srate- ined that Hard in g co uld be
what it..is to d ay," Hqwell
n1ents of our university and
excerpts &om LC. Sears' bbok, -said.

ORCHESTRA: Pit Work Requires Endurance
CONTINUED from la

"It has to be performed well
because there are no second shoes.
You have to do it right the first
rime," Chance said.
Chance said "Oi' does not have
an extremely challenging score
compared to other musiGtls Harding
has produced, but the musical is
difficult beciuse the audience enters
with so many expectations because
of the film's popularity.
While Oianoe is in the midst ofhis
11th year in charge ofHomeooming
musical orche.srration, senior Ryan
Locke has conducted several of the
performances, ·a rare opporrunicy

for a college student.
The "Oz" rehearsals are nor
rhe only rime-intensive tasks
that many orchestra members
face. Fourteen of the orchestra's
me1nbers are also pare of the
Thundering Herd marching
band, which will be playing at
the Homecoming football game
on Saturday afternoon.
The Thundering Herd will play
for about four hours at the football
game, including the halftime show.
After a break, the members of the
orchestra will perform for three
hours, extending the day to seven
hours of musical performance.

"In terms of physical endurance,
that's a huge deal," Chanoe .-aid "You
also have to be able to focus mentally
while being fatigued. Even professional players don't do that."
Hammes, a Searcy native who has
been performing with the orchestra
and band since she was in high
school, said the weekend is a busy,
but rewarding experience.
"Trying to make music out of
whatever you're doing, whether
your marching on the field or in
the pit," Hammes said . "It's a different kind of role, but it's using
the same skills of m usicianship
and determination."

FLYING: Patience, Hard Work
Associated Women For Harding Auction
Scrapbooking Items, Pillows, Th rows, Etc.
10 a.m . - 1:45 p.m. in the Ganus Athletic Center

NON-C REDIT ONLINE COURSES
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n February 2008 Harding University's Cannon-Clary
College of Educarjon will be reviewed by the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. All
institutions are required co solicit third-parry comments on
the quality of their programs as part of rhe accreditation
review process. Harding's College of Educarion invites comments by alumni, school administrators or other interested
individuals regarding the status of its educator preparation
programs. Comments should be sent prior to Dec. 31. Thirdparty comments are part of the data NCATE considers in
evaluating an institution's effectiveness in preparing educators.

Written comments should be sent to:
Board of Examiners
c/o NCATE
2010 Massachusetts Ave. N.W:, Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20036-1023;
or leave comments at NCATE.org.

CONTINUED from 1 a

Witt expressed her gratitude
for ZFX's considerate oooperation
with the cast. She .-aid the ZFX staff
members were always helpful and
understanding.
"I really appreciate all their
work and patience," Witt said.
"They're always asking us, 'Are
you alright?'"
ZFX stands as one of the top
flight companies in the world,
·boasting offices on two continents

and a staff encompassing expert
flight direc tors, perfo rmers and
choreographers.
ZFX suppo rts 200 different
productions each ye ar, which
range from th e academic-based
productions like Harding's
to "Wicked t h e Musical" on
Broadway, instilling this broad
spectrum of perform ers w ith
the thrill of fligh r, be it only
for fleecing mome n ts across ·
the stage.

www.harding.edu/thebison

'

'
Enhance your skills 2417
right from your home or dorm room
All courses begin on W8dnesday and run for six
weeks. Each course consists of 12 lessons and
can be accessed over the Internet at any ttme of
day or night. All courses require Internet access
e-ma11, and a Ne1scape or Internet Explorer web
browser.

Hundreds of cOtJrses to thoose from:
Web Design

Leam to Buy/Sell on eBay
O.igital Pltotog(tlpfly & Video
Creative WrltlnglPubllshlng
Resume Writing
"Get Paid to Travel"
"Get Assertive n
And Many More ...

View complete catalog and register online at
www.ed2go.com/hardlngu

6, 9,t12 Mo.

1 & 2 Bedrooms

eases

w/

Carport!

- -SCEN IC AREA
- -- -- LAUNDRY.
- -- --CLUB HOUSE
· - -- - --PRIVATE POOL

5 0 1. 268.6 296

·----- - -
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Wildfires Affect
HU Community

Picture Perfect

By JP FUGLER

"It has become pretty common
fur wildfires to affect my hometown
area because I'm on the east side
of San Diego and it's very dry out
there," McCormick said.
"Four years ago, when the last
big fires came through, many
families were obviously hurt
financially. Clearing ash off of
your property afterwards costs
about $20,000 and isn't always
covered by insurance. So, a lot of
people are going to have to rely
on charity or volunteer workers
to help them."
O verall, t he wildfires have
already burned through more than
$1 billion, setting it on a path to
carrying one of the biggest price
tags of all fires in U .S. history.
The most universal understanding of the issue reflects
t h at, ultimately, all of those
affected by this disaster face
extreme losses.
Undoubtedly, families face the
loss oftheir homes and possessions,
but the memories associated with
those personal belongings are the
biggest price to pay. The emotional
turmoil cannot be measured or
adequately explained with statistics.
Even those who have endured these
situations cannot fully express the
trying experience.
"It doesn't seem real to be in
those conditions," McCormick
said. "The sky turns orange and
the ash blocks out the sun. It rains
ash fur days, as if it were snowing.
[In 2003,] I felt like the world was
coming to an end. I could see fire
from my backyard. School was
cancelled for a week. I know that
the fires seem a lot worse this year.
I can only imagine what everyone
is going through ."

student reporter

'B·

f\iC1A DARNf:l ~I Public Relations
Juniors Amy and Susan Henderson enjoy looking at works of art that are on display in the art build ng. As the semester comes to a
close, many art students take this opportu nity to display their pieces.

Two Sides OfThe Story

Raging wildfires in Southern
• California have forced over one
million residents to flee their
homes since the fires began
roughly two weeks ago. More than
a dozen fires have already daimed
a half-million acres of the dry and
densely-populated region.
In light ofthe emergency situation,
President Bush declared Southern
California a disaster area, sending
federal aid to the state.
The localized devastation reaches
all the way to Harding through
the California-native students.
Junior Man McCormick's family
resides in San Diego, which was
the hardest hit. They were directly
affected by the wildfires.
"The fires came within about
two miles of my h ouse," McCormick said. "My mom didn't have
to evacuate, but my uncle and a
lot of my friends who I went to
high school with were ordered to
leave their houses."
Wildfires are far too frequent
in the Southern California area.
The regularity of the occurrence
ignited debate on the start of
the fire. Though the prevailing
questions in the media revolved
around the possibility of arson, it
was later confirmed that the blaze
was started by a child playing
with matches.
In 2003, the most devastating
blaze in the history of the state
scorched 750,000 acres. The recent
fires, which are still burning, are
getting closer to those numbers
each day. And as more and more
acres are lost, the financial burden
flares even higher.

•

Doc's Introduces

"Date Night"
By HEATHER BROWNING
student reporter

LL 1Publi, Relations
Harding Bible professor Monte Cox shares his views on Christianity with self-proclaimed atheist H0 rn,int Me'lta last Sunday in
Cone Chapel. The two held a forum of discussion that was open to Harding students, faculty and the qerieral public.

Ulrey Center Dedicated To Retired Professor
HU Public Relc<t ori . thousands of students to perform
on the Harding stage in a myriad
Thursday, N ov. l, Harding of productions.
Ulrey received
University will formally
the master of arts
dedicate the new Ulrq
d egree i n 1948
PerforrningArts Uuter,
and a doctorate in
nam ed for Dr. Evan
1955, both from
Ulrey, retired chair of
Louisiana State
the Communication
Department.
University.
He was named
The $1.1 million
project is a renovation
Arkansas Speech
of the Whitaker FurTeach e r of th e
Year in 1986 and
niture Manufacturing
received the first
Plant, which Harding
acquired in 2006.
M. Blair Hart
Award, name d for long-tim e
A 1946 graduate, Ulrey r
turned to the University in J 950 as chairman of the Department
chairman of the CommLmiwuon of Speech and Dramatic Art at
the University of Arkansas. H e
Department.
Under his direction, a major directed the Arkansas Consortium
in theater began, encouragmg for the Humanities - composed

of seve n participanng ... ollege
- which received a grant frorr
the N ational Endowment for
the Humanities.
H e was a sponsor of P1 .K.ippa
Delta honorary forensic; socmy a J
intercollegiate debate com pen 1on
at H arding.
Ulrey retired in 1992
From the first production of
Importance of Being Eames 1
1925 until this fall's mus c , Th
Wizard of Oz," 935 prodLILtior
of varying complexity have b 1
performed at Harding.
Initially, the theattr prog 1
was housed in Godden Hall. Ih
Administration Auditoriwn, whm
the Little Theatre was hou\ed
replaced that venue when It wa
built.
La t er, the popular Se rcy

ummer Dinner Theatre program
nstigated by Ulrey - was
held on the second floor of the
Hammon Student Center.
Stts previously had to be parti I v or c.ompletely constructed
n one floor of a building and
r ~ported to the stage.
·n1e center - which seats up
280
provides more options,
< 1 h l~ rhearer in the round. Admonally, each Searcy Summer
Dinner ll1eatre production will
p,ertormed six times: Thursday,
rich, S.1rurday and Sunday of one
'~ kc.nd .md FriJay and Saturday
tli following weekend.
l11e dedication program begins
at p.m at 409 S. Remington,
b tween Beebe Capps a nd
Park The public is welcome
to attend.

With the winter months just
around the corner, the opportunity for inexpensive sunset dates
at the local park are drawing to
a close, and soon many will be
forced to find other alternatives
to show that someone special just
how much they care in a way that
doesn't break the bank.
During the month ofNovember,
the couple on a budget may only
have to venture down Beebe-Capps
to find such an alternative.
Beginning Tuesday Nov. 6,
Doc's Grill will offer "Date N ight
at Doc's," a new service designed
to provide couples the opportunity
to spend quality time together in a
romantic annosphere for under $30.
"Date Night at Doc's" will feature a
four-course meal, consisting of an
appetizer, soup or salad, entree and
dessert, as well as romantic lighting
and music.
Flowers will also be handed
out at the end of each m eal in
appreciation of selecting Doc's as
their restaurant of choice.
According to D wayne Breaux,
general manager at D oc's Grill,
the Doc's staff hopes to serve the
needs of the d ating community
by offering an inexpensive p lace
for those looking for something
s p ecial for thei r sign ificant
other.
"We want to create a romantic
environment for our clientele in
appreciation for selecting us ' Best
of the Best' in 2006 for romantic
meal," Breaux said . " With gas
prices increasing, we want to offer
our customers the opportunity to
dine locally, while still being able to
receive the same professional service
and romantic annosphere one would
receive in a larger city such as Little
Rock. 'Date Night at Doc's' will

allow us this opportunity."
Because of the limited number
of restaurants in the Searcy area,
finding the p erfect place for a
nice date can be quite challenging
especially for those on a budget,
Doc's Front of House manager,
Brandon Moore, said.
"There are no places in Searcy
to have a good date and we wanted
to be ab le ro fulfill that need,"
Moore said. "No place locally offers a romantic annosphere and we
thought we could be the niche for
that. I was a student at Harding
and it was hard to find a romantic
place to take a date and stay within
budget. 'Date Night at Doc's' allows
students to stay on budget, but still
have a good meal."
Though Friday nights are considered by many to be the traditional
date night, Moore said Doc's decided
to offer their date night on Tuesday
nights in hopes of providing customers with a fun way to escape
the "mid-week grind."
"W e decided to offer 'Date Night
at Doc's' for two reasons," Moore
said. "First because people want an
escape during the week and with
the way we have this event set up,
people can come and step away
from their m iddle-of-the-week
tasks, and secondly because Friday
nights are busy. People are going to
football games, club functions or
just hanging out with friends. So
forget Fridays - Tuesday is the
new date night."
Seating for this event will be
limited and though reservations are
not required, they are preferred.
A select number of tables will
be set for fo ur p eople in hopes
of allowing those who wish to
double d ate the opportunity ro
do so. M oore said if this event
proves successful, Doc's Grill
will begin offering this service
as often as possible.

Corn
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"It has become pretty common
for wildfires to affect my hometown

Raging wildfires in Southern

of San Diego and it's very dry our

• California have forced over one
mi lli o n residents ro flee their
homes since the fir es began

densely-populated region.

there," McCormick said.
"Four years ago, when the last
big fires came through, many
familie s were obviou sly hurr
financially. Clearing ash off of
your property afterwards costs
about $20,000 and isn'c always

In light ofthe emergency siruarion,
President Bush declared Southern
California a disaster area, sending
federal aid to the state.
The localized devastation reaches
all the way to Harding through

covered by insurance. So, a lot of
people are going to have to rely
on charity or volunteer workers
to help them."
Overall, the wildfires have
already burned through more than

the Cali fornia- native students.

Junior Matt McCormick's family

$1 billion, setting iron a path to
carrying one of the biggest price

resides in San Diego, which was

tags of all fices in U.S. history.

area because I'm on the east side

roughly two weeks ago. More than
a dozen fires have already claimed.

a half-million acres of the dry and

the hardest hit. They were directly
affected by the wildfires.
"The fires came within about
two miles of my house," McCormick said. "M y mom didn't have
to evacuate, bur my uncle and a

lot of my friends who I went to
high school with were ordered to
leave their houses."

ons
a

Wildfires are fur too frequent
in the Southern California area.

students to stay on budget, bur still

have a good meal."
Though Friday nights are mnsidered by many to be the traditional
dace night; Moore said Doc's decided
to offer their dare night on Tuesday

fo ur-course meal, consisting of an
appetizer, soup or salad, entrC:e and
dessert, as well as romantic llghting
and music.

Flowers will also be handed
out at the end of each meal in
gram
was
f the
e paructed

and

appreciation of selecting Doc's as
their restaurant of choice.
According to Dwayne Breaux,
general manager at Doc's Grill,
the Doc's staff hopes to serve the
needs of the dating community
by offering an inexpensive place

for those looking for something
spec ial for their significa nt

other.
mer
will
rsday,

if one

"We want to create a romantic
environment for our clientele in

appreciation for selecting us 'Best
of the Best' in 2006 for romantic
meal," Breaux said. "With gas

urday

prices increasing, we want to offer
our customers the opportunity to

~ins

dine locally, while still being able to

ton,

receive the same professional service

and
ome

and romantic atmosphere one would
receive in a larger city such as Llrrle
Rock. 'Dare Night at Doc's' will

"The Wizard of Oz"
(Benson Auditorium)

7:30- 8:55 a.m.
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Alumni Continental Breakfast
(Student Center)

~

8-1 0 a.m.

President's Council Meeting
(Founders Room)

8:45 a.m.

Harding Alumni Chorus
(Heritage Auditorium)

10 a.m.

Strolling For The Cure

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Harding History House

10 a.m.

Belles and Beaux
(Administration Auditorium)

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Social Club Fair
(Ganus Athletic Center)

11 a.m.

Pied Pipers
(Reynolds Recital Hall)

2 p.m.

Football Game
(First Security Stadium)

8p.m.

"The Wizard of Oz"
(Benson Auditorium)

""

Key:
1. Honors House
2. Dining Hall
3. American Heritage Center
4. Heritage Auditorium
5. Cyber Cafe
6. Student Center
7. Harding Bookstore
8. Mclnteer Bible
9. Pryor Science Center
10. Searcy Hall
11. Sears Hall
12. Thorton Education
Center
13. Stevens Art Center
14. Olen Hendrix
15. Benson Auditorium
16. Mabee Business
17, Kendall Hall
18. Front Lawn

19, Claud Rogers Lee
20. Stephens Hall
21. Cathcart Hall
22. Pattie Cobb Hall
23. Brackett Library
24. Rhodes Field House
25. Shores Hall
26. Pryor Hall
27. Ganus
28. Administration
29. Ezell
30. Keller Hall
31. Graduate Hall
32. Armstrong Hall
33. Allen Hall
34. Harbin Hall
35. Reynolds Center
36. Ganus Athletic Center
37. Cone Hall

the "mid-week grind."
"We decided to of!cr 'Date Night
at Doc's' for two reasons," Moore
said. "'First because people want an

escape during the week and with
the way we have this event set up,
people can come and step away

from thoir middle-of-the-week
tasks, and secondly because Friday
nights are busy People are going to
football games, club functions or
just hanging out with friends. So
forget Fridays - Tuesday is the
new date night."
Searing for chis event will be

limited and though reservations are
not required, they are preferred.
A select number of tables will
be set for four people in hopes
of allowing those who wish to
double date the opportunity to
do so. Moore said if this event
proves successful, Doc's Grill

will begin offering this service
as often as possibl e.

EXT.
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Or Come By:

JEFF MONTGOMERY I Public Relations
Dorothy, played by sophomore Paige Edmison, visits with Glinda the Good Witch,
played by senior Jillian Shackelford.

Comer of Market Street and Lott Tucker Drive

The World's Most Brilliant Diamond

10 a.m:

THE PERFECT DfAMOND FOR THE PERFECT WOMAN.

FOR..EVER>iO

$20 donation
(includes a T-shirt while supplies last)

!~A"<>Gl'l-1"1............,....,_~.,

HARDING UNlVER!:>Tn'

..::::;tyt>Ui.~
Su..11at1 G.

For all your

FoY The ettrt~
~

CHIROPRACTIC

Brt.i$t Can<.'E'r Foundation

600 S. Remington
tSo.ttlrofMaiJr~sJ

all~ Off/~ Q/Veetf.i
YOUR SPECIAL DAY MEMORABLE!

JEFF MONTGOMERY I Public Relations
Sophomore Amber Williams gets into her role as a munchkin from the land of Oz. This
year's Homecom ing musical, "The Wizard of Oz" will be performed at 8 p.m. today and
tomorrow.

needs call US today!

loafed in tire Lott R. rfder
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nights in hopes of providing customers with a fun way ro escape
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East Center
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Doc's Front of House manager,
Brandon Moore, said.
''There are no places in Searcy
to have a good date and we wanted

to provide couples the opporrunity
to spend quality time together in a
romantic annosphere for under $30.

Lady Bisons Volleyball
(Rhodes Field House)

u

~

Saturday Events:

allow us this opportunity."
Because of the limited number
of restaurants in the Searcy area,
finding the perfect place for a
nice date can be quite challenging
especially for those on a budget,

at Doc's," a new service designed

"Date Night at Doc's" will feature a

7 p.m.

I can only imagine what everyone
is going through."

Beginning Tuesday Nov. 6,
Doc's Grill will offer "Date Night

to find such an alternative.

Black and Gold Banquet .
(Cafeteria)

8p.m.

the fires seem a lot worse this year.

to be able to fulfill that need,''
Moore said. "No place locally offers a romantic atmosphere and we
thought we could be the niche for
that. I was a student at Harding
and it was hard to find a romantic
place to take a date and stay within
budget. 'Date Night ar Doc's' allows

doesn't break the bank.
During the month ofNovember,
the co uple on a budget may only
have to venture down Beebe-Capps

5:30 p.m.

-

~

1

c

"Date Night"
With the winter months just
around the corner, the opportunity for inexpensive sunset dates
at the local park are drawing to
a close, and soon many will be
forced to find o cher alternatives
to show that someone special just
how much they care in a way that

Harding History House
(205 N. Lott Tucker Drive)

~

B

Doc's Introduces
By HEATHER BROWNING
student reporter

Chapel/ Platinum Circle Coffee
(Student Center 236)

turmoil cannot b e measured or

said. "The sky turns orange and
the ash blocks our the sun. Jr rains
ash for days, as ifirwere snowing.
[In 2003,] I felt like the world was
coming to an end. I could see fire
from my backyard. School was
cancelled for a week. I know that

getting closer to those numbers
each day. And as more and more
acres are lost, the :financial burden
flares even higher.

9a.m.

biggest price to pay. The emotional

was started by a child playing
In 2003, the most devastating
blaze in the history of the state
scorched 750,000 acres. The recent
fires, which are still burning, are

Registration for Bison Stampede
(Student Center)

1-3:45

but the memories associated with
those personal belongings are the

situations cannot fully express the
trying experience.
"It doesn't seem real to be in
those conditions," McCormick

with matches.

9:45- 2 p.m.

Undoubtedly, fumilles fuce the
loss of their homes and possessions,

the fire. Though the prevailing
questio ns in rhe media revolved
around the possibility of arson, it
was later confirmed that the blaze

Campus Map

Friday Events:

standi ng of the issue reflects
chat, ultimately, all of chose
affected by this disaster face
extreme losses;

adequately explained with statistics.
Even those who have endured these

The regularity of the occurrence

A Guide For The Homecoming Weekend

The most universal under-

ignited debate on the start of

5a

There's No Place Like Home

Wildfires Affect
HU Community
By JP FUGLER
student reporter
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268-4101

"1 O" Health conscious+ money starved individuals
who want + need extra Energy!

THE WORLDS

303 E. Center

FIRST
HEALTHY

Dr. John Baines ( '75)
Dr. Jennifer Fipps ('04)

ENERGY DRINK!
Specializing in spine and nerve rehabilitaion.
We bill insurance for you.

Join the Bevolution!

Only 24 Cal. + 5 Carbs
888.297.4481 ;;'!4. 7) www.drinkactusa.com
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71 Facets. I0 Hearts, I0 Arrows and an AOS Triple 0 Certificate
with Each Stone .. These Are fncredibly Brilliant Diamonds'
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0.ofd
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501-268-4684
1545 E. Race • Searcy

fine jewe lry • gemologist

www.tarasgold.com
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Churches Use Halloween Scare Tactics For In-Your-Face Evangelism

f you don't touch the actors, they
won't touch you." These aren't normal instructions to attend church.
Neither is paying $5 . But standing in
line for Searcy's third-consecutive Faith
Assembly of God's "Hell House," I was
embarking on the spiritual adventure
aiming to scare the devil out of me
- by letting me meet him face-tofacc. This week, thousands of churches
nationwide offered a moral-conscious
"Hell House" alternative to Halloween,
leaving many wondering: Arc evangelism and scare tactics mutually exclusive
in 2007?
Hell Houses, also known as "Revelation Walks" and "Torment Tours,"
took off in the mid-'90s when Pastor
Keenan Roberts decided to re-gain
the attention of teenagers by creating
"the most in-your-face, death-defyin',
Satan-be-cryin', keep-ya-from-fryin',
cutting-edge evangelism tool of the new
millennium." The concept is simple:
deliver a fire and brimstone sermon in a
spook house attraction.
Groups are led by a demon, or
multiple demons, through short scenes
where unrepentant sinners are cast into
' " ' " Hell. Scenarios range from drunk-drivr
ing and pre-marital sex to political
scenes like 9/11 ground zero and the
Columbine shootings. The journey
ends with heaven's angels rescuing the
group from Satan and taking them to
meet Jesus, where they can respond to
their experience and pray for salvation.
Roberts mass-produces Hell House
outreach kits (chainsaw not included),
which he sells for $299. Included is an
instructional DVD, a special efttcts
tape of Lucifer's voice and a 263-pagc
manual on everything your church
needs to know to run a Hell House, including this prop advice for an abortion
scene: "Do your very best to purchase
a meat product that will resemble as

TYLER JONES

Uncommon
Sense
H

And as these desperate times
caH for drutic measures,"
Roberts said, "Sometimes
you've got M shake 'em to
wake 'em."

much as possible pieces of a baby that
arc being placed in the glass for all to
sec." New for this fall were also $45
scripts of~ dance club overdose and a .
gay wedding where Satan performs the
ceremony.
The Searcy Hell House was unique
in that, after the opening seance where
demons circle the group chanting
"nobody wants to go to Hell," the skits
build around Abby, a depressed teen,
and her suicide. I was too terrified,
however, to get the full plot effect
and at one point was toki by the head
demon (possibly Scrcwtapc) that if
I didn't settle down f would have to
leave. This really served as my only
moment of spiritual reflection: Where
do you go if you get kicked out of Hem
The local tour also replaced the Heaven
meet-and-greet with a guy handing
out the "8ook of Hope" - a copyand-pasting of the gospels into a single
"more complete account" of Christ's
life (for those youngsters who couldn't
possibly understand four separate booka
about him).
Still, not cvert Hell House can
escape judgment. M:my oontinue to
criticize this radical C"Vangelism's goty
nature (often including graphic abortions), attempts to scare people into
converting and the literal demoniza-

tion of homosexuals. A Hell House in
Florida featured the coffin of an AIDS
victim where a demon joyously proclaims "I triclccd him into believing he
was born gay." Pastor Roberts' justifies
these methods by citi111 1 Cor. 9:23, "I
do all this for the sake of the Gospel."
But how far does this logic go?
Last Monday, I called Roberts
- who has appeared on the Phil Donahue Show and in the New York Times
- and asked him if the ends always
justify the means in evangelism today.
He defended his ministry by saying
it wasn't as if they were walking up to
non-believers and hitting them with
baseball bats (which I found very ironic
since I was chased by a ghoul holding
a two-by-four). He lilc.encd Hell House
to modern day parables with multimedia.
"And as these desperate times call
for drastic measures," Roberts said,
"Sometimes you've got to shake 'cm to
wake 'em."
While I appreciate the motive behind such productions, souls cannot be
won and issues debunked in IO-minute
spook .houses to the humming of demon chainsaws. We must be conscious
of the fine line between adapting our
evangelism and compromising it when
trying to stay relevant. Does the gospel
have to be an X-rated video game for
kids to respond?
Upon exiting my first (and hopefully
last time) in Hell, a kind demon held
open the door for me and I asked where
the baptistery was, to which he laughed
and said "God bks& you, and watch out
for Satan in those bushes." Satan in the
bushes - now that's something I'd pay
$5 to sec.

TYLER JONES is the opinions
editor for the Bison and may
contacted at tjones3@harding.edu

Learning The Rules Of The Load

L

ike a wild lion, it is not evil or
malicious, but it is in its very
nature to be dangerous.
And like that same lion, it waits.
Hope not for mercy, for there will
be none.
It's time for me to do my laundry.
The sorting is enough of a nightmare to break lesser men. I admit, it's
taxing even for me. Once-white shirts
arc now tic-dyed with inkblots, gravy
spots and whatnots..Socks have turned
from white-and-gray to gray-and-black.
Blue jeans stand at attention. My black
shirts are .. . well, they're still black, actually. Dark colors tend to hide stains.
So I begin by sorting my clothes
into piles not based on what color they
are, but what color they should be.
.Then I hire out three pack mules and a
Shoshone guide to help carry this absolutely unreasonable amount of laundry
I've got piled in front of me. It could
just be the fumes getting to me, but I'd
bet money (if I had any) that the individual piles of sorted laundry arc bigger
than the one original big pile.
Once I get to the laundromat, I
begin my hunt for that most precious
of commodities: an open washer. The
general rule is that an open lid means
an empty washer, but it's always a
good idea to check all the stopped
washers you find, even if the lid is
down.
Oh, wait, did I say good idea? I
meant horrible idea.
I'm no biologist, -so I just don't understand how life can grow in a stack of
socks and underpants that have just been
boiled in bleach. Specifically, I mean little
black fuzzy stinky life.

AARON RUSHTON

Asfeep At The
Keyboard
When I've located all my washers,
I mark my territory. It's an innocent
mistake, but it happens just enough
to be really annoying: you're mere feet
aray, dumping your dirty undies into
a washer, when somebody steals that
washer two spots down that you totally
planned on using to do your jeans.
Some guys leave empty baskets turned
upside down oV'er their machines, or
leave a sock hanging out of each one. I
pour detergent out on the ground and.
splash out a little water. If loose articles
of obviously dirty clothing don't teach
you not to steal my washing machine,
maybe a fractured tibia will.
Since begiRning my laundry, I've
noticed a few girls in here with me.
Well, OK, they're noc, you know,
WITH me-with me. 1hc:y'n: ro-existing in the same place as I am. They're
WITH their boyfriends. That's why
they're called their boyfriends: they're
WITH them in that sense of romantic attachment. But we're in the same
building. Tog.ct.her. (Not TOGETHERtogcthcr.) (Ncvcrmind.)
So there arc these girls helping their
boyfriends (ROt me) with their laundry,
or even doing tlt.cir own laundry. I'm
not saying it's immoral, but it's definitely awkward. I mean, look, I don't
want to see your underwear, and you
don't want to sec mine. Sure, it's not

- -- --- -- - ----·--

-

like either of us are currently wearing
our underwear ... I mean, the underwear we're washing. But still, it's lilcc
walking through the girl's clothing section at Wal-Mart. Even if I'm there for
a really good reason, IT JUST FEELS
WEIRD, OK?
Now that I'm done with the launwet, it's time for the laundry. Finding
open dryers is even harder than finding
open washers. 1. understand the desire
to set it and forget it, but really guys,
it's your laundry, not the Ronco Showtime Rotisserie. (Which can, no jok.e,
cook an entire turkey. Amazing. Call
now and also receive the Ronco Flavor
Injector, a $15 value, absolutely free!)
I live by a simple rule in the laundromat: I don't mess with any clothes
that aren't mine. I realize that not
everybody else is me, and therefore, everybody else is prone- to mistakes. One
of the unforgivable mistakes, however,
ii messing with another guy's dryer. 1he
next time I step out of the bathroom
and find my not-quite-all-the-way-dry
khakis in a crumpled pile on the counter, I'm bleaching whateftr jerseys· and
Hollister shirts I find in the dryer.
Once I've recovered from all the
second degree burns I suffered when I
opened the dryer, I place all my nearly
folded laundry back in the baskets
and head back out to my apartment.
It's only as I leave the laundromat
that I notice for the first time the trail
of socks strctchin& all the way across

his is going to hurt you
more than it is me."
Call me a cynic, but I
never believed that disclaimer just
prior to a spanking. And what's
more, I never trusted the pre"v:accination warning, "Hold still. This
is going sting just a little."
Feeling no compulsion to
repress my childhood grief, any
injection in the gluteus maximus
usually resulted in a shot heard
round the world. Regardless of
the angst we associate with injcc- "
tions, maintaining immunity
with updated vaccinations should
remain a lifetime priority.
Had you been born 25 years .
ago, the childhood immunization
schedule would have included
11 vaccinations before your 18th
birthday. Immunizations at that
time focused primarily on prevention of tetanus, diphtheria, pertussis, polio, measles, mumps and
rubella.
"Meningitis, •
Today, an
illness that inindividual
volves
inflamma. who retion of the linin1
ceives all
of the brain anti
recommended
spinal cofomn,
vaccinacan be lipread
tions will
through clo!le
have had contact associated
more than
with dormitory
three times
livi"8."
as many
vaccine
doses by age 18. Of that number,
certain vaccines arc targeted for the
adolescent and collegiate populations.
Meningitis, an illness that
involves inflammation of the lining
of the brain and spinal column,
can be spread through close contactassociatcd with dormitory living., ·
If a case of meningitis is caused.hy
a virus, symptoms usually resolve
without specific treatment. However, bacterial meningitis requires
aggressive management to reduce
the risk for hearing loss and dam- ,.,
age to the brain.
Vaccination against Ncisscria mcningitis, a frequent causative
bacterium for meningitis, is now
recommended as a single dose at
age 12. Individuals who initially
decline the vaccination should
reconsider receiving it at the timr
of college admission.
Gardasil, which helps to
reduce disease caused by Human
Papilloma Virus, is among the
more recently developed vaccines. Specific types of HPV are
associated with cervical cancer
in women and can cause genital
warts in both sexes. The vaccine is given in a series of three injections over a six-month span
to women between the ages of
11 and 26. Ideally, the vaccinations should be completed before
any risk of exposure to HPV,
however, women who have been
previously diagnosed with HPV
still should receive the immuniza-.,
tion series. Research is ongoing
to determine the effectiveness of
immunizing women older t.han
age 26 as well as males.
Prior to 2005, a booster dose for
tetanus protection (Td) included a
diphtheria booster but no booster
for pertussis immunity. A re-cm~
phasis on the prevention of pertussis (whooping cough) emerged
with the liccnsurc ofTdap, (tctan~ ·
toxoid, reduced diphtheria rox:oid,
acellular pertussis vaccine). Gu- ·
rent recommendations encourage
adolescents between ages 11 and
18 to receive a T <lap injection if
their last T d booster was given at
least five years carliet. Individuals
between 19-64 years of age should
substitute T dap for TD when their
next booster for tetanus is due.
The purpose of this artiGlc is
not to nag or needle you ab6ut
updating your immunizations.
However, in the end, I hope you
get the point.
~

campus ...
AARON RUSHTON is a contributor
for the Bison and may be contacted
at ajrushton@harding.edu

- -- - - ...------ ---- ---·- ----- - --- -··- ·- -

DR. MIKE JUSTUS is a Hardimg
graduate and a family practice
doctor in Searcy. He is a frequent contributor to the Bison.
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THE QUOTE

The Window

AMANDA PRUITT

"There is no doubt that my background is not typical of a presidential candidate ... But that's part
·
of what is so powerful about America, is that it gives all of us the opportunitya woman, a Latino, myself- the opportunity to run."

The Fish
Wrap

-BARACK OBAMA speaking Tuesday night at the Democrats' debate in Philadelphia

•

·t

The Mona Lisa May, In Fact, Be A Painting

0

ccasionally someone will ask
where I get ideas for my columns. Well, sometimes the
news just parodies itself For today's
topic, I had to look no further than
a story in lase week's Bison. You may
have read about rhe Parisian engineer
Pascal Corre, who is using digital
technology to unlock the mysteries of
Leonardo da Vinci's legendary "Mona
Lisa." After scrutinizing the painting
for over 3,000 hours with stare-ofthe-art, high-resolution imaging
capability, Corre has announced char,
in the 500 years since it was done, the
painting's colors have most certainly
faded.
Inspired by chis revdacion, I went
into my closet and found a shirt that I
bought in 1989. After subjecting the
shirt to 17 hours of infra-red scanning
and heat-sensitive tests, I was shocked
to learn char irs colors, coo, are not as
bright as they once were. Here I have
been walking around town in this
thing, and no one has said a word about
. it. I guess that's an awkward subject ro
bring up. Which explains why I never
told my good friend (and Harding
graduate) Richard Anderson that his
Wile E. Coyote r-shirr was looking really, really bad afier 10 years.

any known principles of anatomy,
MICHAEi. CLAXTON have eyes in her cheeks.
And that's just the beginning.
Researchers in Pisa, Italy, have been
reexamining the famous tower there,
and digital photographs taken from
space have revealed chat the 18th
century structure may, in fact, be
11 Researchers
in Pisa, Italy, leaning. Local residents were stunned.
have been reexamining the fa- "I had no idea," said Luigi Giordano,
mous tower there, and digital 59. "I've lived here for 45 years, and
photographs taken from space whenever I looked at the rower, I
have revealed that the 18th always assumed there was something
wrong with my contact lenses."
century structure may, in fact,
Archaeology has been turned on
be leaning."
its head, too. Shifring from a 20-year
career of excavation and recovery to
But I digress, this revolutionary
an all-digital approach, Dr. Illinois
approach is sending shock waves
Smith has begun using sonic wave
through rhe arr world. In 2003,
imaging to go deeper into che subengineers at the Art Institute of
strata of ancient ruins than ever beChicago received a $25 million grant
fore. While the formal announcement
to submit Picasso paintings to this
of his findings will not be published
kind of cyber-scrutiny. After over four until 2008, Dr. Smith sent an email
years of meticulous calculations, they
scoop co three select journalists. And
determined - much to the embarI quote, "We can now establish with
rassmenc of Picasso scholars everyabsolute certainry char Rome was not
where - char rhe proportions in his
- I repeat, was NOT - built in one
faces are way, way off. According co a
day."
prominent forensic biologist speaking
The implications of this new techon terms of anonymity, careful analynology reach far beyond the visual
sis proves that a person cannot, under
arrs. Afrer nearly 35 weeks of tesrs,

Guest
Space

high frequency resonance imaging has
proven that Beethoven's "Ode to Joy"
was originally intended co be played
up tempo. Thar was news to Dr.
Hugo van Quietrach, director of the
famed Whispering Willow All-Pianissimo Orchestra in Berlin. "We may
have to reconsider our approach to
thar piece," he said, softly.
A professor once wrote on one of
my lir. papers that I had an "asronishing grasp of the obvious." At
the time I was disheartened by that
critique, bur now J realize chat there
is a fortune in grant money to be
made for anyone with the uncanny
ability to see what everyone else can
see. If a sociologist can get millions
of dollars in funding to demonstrate
conclusively that men do not care co
stand too close to each other in public
rescrooms, surely there is money out
there for me· ro shake literary studies co rhe core with my theory that
Sam-I-Am was a major underground
pusher of green eggs and ham.

MICHAEL CLAXTON is an assistant professor of English and a
frequent contributor to the Bison
and may be contacted at mclaxtol@harding.edu

Where Is The Friendly Christian?
Harding Welcomes Atheist Speaker, But Receives More Style Than Substance
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...

•een festivities in downtown Searcy on "
·een costume parties.

t's way beyond anying we could imagine
nding."
-David Fillmore, who
scovered the rare full-body
ages of three frogs in a fossil
llection in Pennsylvania.

e're not going to foret you in Washington,

c"
-President George W.
ush, at a press conference last
hursday concerning California
ildfire victims.

I've disappointed you.
'm sorry. I'm so sorry."
-Oprah Winfrey, apoloizing for abuse found in her
chool for disadvantaged girls.

NOV.4
Daylight Savings Time
Ends

NOV.7
No Events

•
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May The
AIC R.I.P.

H

arding athletes of years past
can be easily detected at
sporting events. They do not
give away their identities by wearing a
weather-beaten letterman's jacket they
recently rediscovered in the attic or
by displaying giant nametag stickers
with their jersey number and career
statistics.
The former stars and benchwarmers only have to speak three letters in
casual conversation, and their age is
instantly revealed.
Yes, it's guaranteed at least one
returning Harding athlete will arrive
ar tomorrow's Homecoming game and
ask a buddy: "So, how are we doing in
the AIC this year?"
The answer?
Well, Harding hasn't done much in
the AJC in quire some rime. Truth is,
the AIC no longer exists and hasn't for
the lase 14 years, a depressing realization for many graduates from small
Arkansas colleges who have not visited
their alma mater in some time.
The Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference, formed in the 1920s, developed bitter rivalries between small
colleges and created legendary heroes
for nearly 70 years before finally
folding after rhe 1994-1995 school
year. Harding did not join until 1959
bur became part of the 10-member
core chat included Central Arkansas,
Ouachita Baptist, Arkansas Tech and
H enderson Scare among ochers.
For those who played, coached or

ike a bunch of kids at a circus freak show r~
Where is
.
Mehta, like so many Christians when it comes
co~ered rhe Al~ in the old da!~· one
. rhe Pmhead,
.
. students gath.
~
. ' SHERROD
. personal fatth,
.
.
rhm g was certam: the com Petmon
see Zip
Hardmg
the fnendly
• .·
KELSEY
to rheIC
seems to have traded m
. . was
ered Sunday night to hear the man who "sold Christian?
· , '"".
truth for appearances. A modern day Solomon
betwee~ small schools, bur wtn.~ung
his soul on eBay." Hemant Mehra's smiling face
The good
. ..
that he m_ight
losing
very much whethand good-natured JOking served as a remmder to
stuff we can
applicable m his life, Mehta mentioned hIS diser It was a SWllTI meet between two
the Christians at Harding rhar atheists are people,
learn from
• ··-·. •
like for anything in church that "didn't require
schools_ or a football game rhar would
Mehta is
. .. . . .
much thought" and encouraged his audience to
determine the league champ~onship ..
too, and that there is no electric force field that
shocks any pagans who set foot on campus. Besides
acceptance
"think critically" about their faith but wisdom
Henderson State and Ouachita Baptist
and not fear of the /1 Mehta, like SO many
would urge Mehta to follow his o~n advice, be- two schools whose foorball fields
that, rhere are a few more things we can learn from
M~i'.'~~p~c!aJ!,l'.".hr~iMc!~t~J~i~h,;md ro•fushi<ffli, »Jwortd "oli.t there.~· Christ~~ns w~.iit ~mes n ''"'cause righr now he prefors instead n;sit to ask tha2 .lbH are across the_ mcelf~o!Il e;ui1L.other
~f)~ve"rtised, Me~tirealjy i.s a "friendly ath'ei§U I Kudosfd Harding to their persmmlrfaith,"' ' hard;' phildSdphical questions.
bru; sni m Arkadelphia-,didnor play each
His discussion lighthearted and humorous, Mehta
for allowing such seems to have traded in
There is one question in particular that is just
other for.several years because the
focused on how he became famous for not believa bold move, but
truth for appearances.''
burning, blazing a trail through my mind, and it
competition had grown so intense
ing in God when he auctioned off on eBay the
the atmosphere
was something Hemant Mehta said himself of the
becwee~ te~ms ~d fa~s.
right to send him to church. Other than the wistful
in Cone Chapel on Sunday testified. to the need
morning when he woke up and decided he didn't
Whtie nvalries existed, the AJC
for still more diversification and enrichment of our
believe in God: "What will chis decision change
also built rel~ti~n~hips between
notion on our c:nd that we should all get paid co go
to church, the $10-per-hour of churchin' Mehta
Christian students. Sunday night felt like an exhibit
about 1ne? What does it change about my life?"
schools and individual players
with everyone gawking at the novelty of an atheist
Hemanr Mehta feels the answer for him is pracribecause the conference was small
received engendered his own critique of his experienough where everyone knew everyences in churches around the country, some good,
- oh myl - and the audience's questions re.fleeced
cally nothing. Is it che same for us?
one else.
some bad (Mehta attended several churches where
that division we've placed between "our" world and
Inside the man-made monuments to religion
Don Cleek served as Commissioner
no one even said "hello") . The horror and humor of "theirs." Mehta is a real person, for goodness' sake, not
char line the streets of my hometown in Alabama
of
the
AIC during the twilight hours;
an ideology or a caricature of atheism; after his book
are people who have congregated there to mindChristians' persecution of atheists, the lack of nonhe
took
over early 1994 as schools left
believers in government, the obnoxiousness of Ted
and his publicity, ideology was the lase thing Hemant
lessly follow the orders "Stand up, sit down."
for
bigger,
more impressive competiHaggard anything but atheism itself. or a defense of Mehta was·selling.
It's unfashionable to do otherwise. And no one,
tion.
From
the start, he suspected the
atheism, was mentioned in Mehta's talk. Bue Mehta
And chat's where my criticism of Mehca comes
including Hemant Mehta, wants to be unfashend
was
near
when he took office, and
made a great point when he said Christians and
in. He's a self-proclaimed "superficialist." He wrote
ionable, right?
to watch some of the
it
was
difficult
on his blog post-Harding that he hoped "it was fun"
atheists have similar goals, and so much could be
old
rhe
old
relationships
and friendaccomplished if Christians and atheists would work
for everyone. When I asked him about his experience
ships
end.
together to help build a house for the homeless or
at Downtown Church that morning. he said, "Too
KELSEY SHERROD is a guest columnist for
"It was great while it lasted, but I
feed the poor or maybe even hug each other.
much singing." fu charming as Mehra is, is ir possible
the Bison and may be contacted at ksherrod@
don't
lament the decision at all," said
he is only fashionably and profitably an atheist'
The question the world is asking roday is this:
harding.edu
Cleek, who played football and ran
track for Henderson State. "Schools
had to make choices, and I don't fault
rhem for that. They were able to make
their decisions without just throwing
away years of history of competition."
Searcy Offers Plenty Of Ways To Enjoy Community And Earn Its Motto
Today, the remains of the old AIC
now make up the western half of the
was excited about the prospect of sharing news of Searcy with
areas and wireless internet access.
Gulf South Conference, recognized as
our Harding University students when asked to write an articJe
6. Searcy Lake features a covered fishing pier.
one
of the most co1npetitive NCAA II
for the Bison. We hope you view Searcy as your home away from
7. Our Bike/Walking Trail consists of 4.84 miles.
conferences
in the nation.
home. And we want you to have information char is beneficial to you
8. There are several other recreational programs offered such as a
Over
a
decade
since the fall of the
and help make your rime here fun and also instill a desire to make
men's baskerball league, co-ed volleyball, free-play basketball, dance
AIC, the rivalries are different. The
the transition a permanent one. After all, "Searcy is a city where
fitness exercise and hunter educacion, adulc arc classes and other
teams to beat are often the nationally
thousands live like millions wish they could!" Here are a few reasons
education programs.
ranked teams to the east like North
why:
Searcy's business community is growing at a rapid rate that I
Alabama and Valdosta Stare instead
The City provides a variety of recreation opportunities and facilibelieve will prove to draw the interest of our student population.
of an in-state school. Some Harding
ties for. your leisure time.
We've already seen an increase in restaurants and coffee shops, and
alumni have despaired at this new
1. Riverside Park, located to the north on the outskirrs of rown,
hopefully soon some retail establishments char you may be interested
trend, bur as more students on campus
has 99 acres of hiking fun, a ramp access to rhe Little Red River and
in will be moving in. Our Main Street Searcy efforts are paying
hail
from outside Arkansas, the former
a lookout point.
dividends as well.
urgency ro defeat rhe Arkansas Tech
2. Yancey Park on Skyline Drive and West Beebe Capps has 12.5
The Underground Coffee House in downtown Searcy is well atWonder Boys or Golden Suns is not
acres featuring a basketball courr, pavilion, walking trail and lighted
tended by the university students, wirh local bands exhibiting their
as great.
tennis courts.
talents, board games and a place for fellowship. The Center on the
Yes, the GSC is different, larger and
3. Historic Spring Park offers a pavilion, picnic areas and a
Square offers opportunities for those interested in drama and theater
less familiar than the days of old, but
walking crail and is located within walking distance of the Harding
to be involved in some acting, set design or jusc viewing pleasure.
it is difficult ro complain too much.
campus.
And our Rialto Theater plays current movies at a very affordable
Six of the former AIC schools - Har4. The Searcy Events Center located in the Searcy Spans Complex price.
ding, Arkansas Tech, Henderson State,
has 18 soccer fields, five basketball courts, foorball, baseball and softSearcy is just an all around great place co be and enjoy a lifesryle
Ouachita Baptist, Arkansas-Monticello
ball fields, restrooms, a skate park, picnic areas, a disc golf course and of safe, clean and affordable living.
and Southern Arkansas - are still
a stage area where concerts and festivals are held from time to time.
intact in the same conference and play
5. Berryhill Park on East Race has 7.2 acres with tennis courts,
MAYOR BELINDA LAFORCE serves as Mayor of Searcy and
each other constantly. All the athletic
a sand volleyball court, a lighted walking trail, playgrounds, picnic
may be contacted at blaforce@cityofsearcy.org
directors know about the past because
they either played or coached in the
AIC.
If you were a ghost at Harding, where would you haunt?
In a way, rhe Al C still lives, flying
secretly under the red, gold and black
colors of the mighty GSC.
" Right outside the entrance
"The Lee Academic Cen" I would haunt the caf
of the girl's dorms to scare
ter, with the old wood
to mess with people.
PDA."
away
the
AMANDA PRUIIT serves as the
and
bricks from Godden
Like telling them 'don't
editor
in chief for the 2007-2008
-Michae
l
Wright,
Senior
Hal
I.
I
love
the
smell
of
eat that, my arm's in
Bison. She may contacted at
that wood."
there."
akpru itt@harding.edu
-President David Burks
-Secily Luker, Junior
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It's Good TO Be Wicked
By KIM KOKERNOT
student reporter

W

ith a loud cackle,
skin shrouded in
green and a hairy
mole protruding next to her
left dimple, sophomore Haley
Jane Witt is unrecogi)izable as
the Wicked Witch of the Wesc
in the homecoming show "The
. ..
Wh .rd of Oz ." Her tn11s~-~-· for~,;ti~n: a~iJ~-from green
skin, has entailed the task of
portraying someone so different from herself.
Witt's first challenge was
becoming her character.
"Mastering my character
has definitely been searching for who she is," Witt
said. 'Tm kind of creepy at
one moment and really awful mean the next. Ir's hard
mastering the fact that 1 am
evil and sometimes don't have
a purpose for it."
Because her personality is so opposite of that of
the Wicked Witch, Witt has
earned the nickname "Legion"
backstage.
"The producer calls me
Legion and says, 'How many
people do you have living in- .
side you?' because I do voices
all the time, and I'm a goof
ball," Witt said.
The ability to alter her
voice and persona has allowed
Wice to conquer such an
intimidating role. Although
originally working towards the
parr of Dorothy, the sophomore found her aspirations
changed as she experimented
with the Witch's lines ar
tryouts.

"I've always been
the good guy, and it's

boring. I love being
evil."
"They let me read a few
witch scenes, and I was like,
'oh that's fun' and then I really
wanted to play the villain,"
Witt said. "When 1 found out
I got it I was thrilled beyond
imagination."
She said although she
"would have been happy ro be
a tree," the role has brought
her satisfaction through the
challenges she has faced.
"It's by far my favorite role
that 1 have ever played. I've
always been the good guy, and
it's boring. I love being evil,"
Witt said. "I love getting to be
all over the place and practically insane. She's crazy and
I've· never gotten to play a
character like chat before."
With all of the humorous
lines that Witt says, such as
"Tonight we feast on deviled
dog," her favorite is her last:
"Who would have thought
that a good little girl like you
could destroy my beautiful
wickedness."
"It's just a good line to go
out on and be done," Witt
said. "It's the last thing I do,
then I melt into the floor and
I'm gone. I just really like that
line."
On stage, Witt's outlandish voices and unusual facial
expressions have caused some
difficulty when attempting to
stay in character
"It's really hard for some

people to keep a straight face,
so that makes me not be able
to keep a straight face," Witt
· said. "It's hard for people to
take me seriously sometimes."
Although rehearsals have
had small blunders, come
performance time, Win feels
more than prepared to succeed.
"I do betrer in performances than I do in practices
because I feed off an audience.
I definitely thrive off of their
energy and how they're reacting to what I'm doing," Witt
said. "I get to portray and be
something char I don't ger to
be all the time. It gives me
confidence and security."
The boost, Witt hopes, will
nor be her last. 'This March,
she will serve as a Spring Sing
hostess, a position she has
worked heavily toward over
the last year.
.
"Last year I watched the
Spring Sing hosts and hostesses and thought 'If there's
anything that I could do here
at Harding that would sum up
exactly what I love to do and
what bring"' me the most joy,
it would be something like
Spring Sing hostess,"' Witt
said. "They're singing, doing
choreography, acting and being goofy- just a whole mixture of things that whenever
I'm doing I am happiest."
In the audition, she proved
herself to be a dynamic performer, earning her the honor
of hostess.
"Haley Jane is an energetic
performer. She has a bright expressive face, she moves well,
she sings well," Spring Sing

director Dr. Steve Frye said.
"She's a pleasure to be with
and she's got a quick aptitude.
She picks up things really
quickly. That's very positive."
During her first trip to
Harding for Bison Daze, in
a completely empty Benson,
Witt stood in the middle of
the stage and said to herself,
"Someday, while I'm here,
I will sing a solo from this
'"
stage."
This goal will become reality in March.

''I just can't wait ... ~o
get to do what I love
the most."
"I look forward to the
energy, the excitement and
the adrenaline that I'm going
to feel whenever I get up
there and fulfill the goal that I
made," Witt said. "1he realization of that is just amazing
and I'm really excited. I just
can't wait for my friends to
be behind me and cheering
me on and to get to do what I
love the most."
Both the musical and
Spring Sing bring in crowds
of perspective students and
proud parents. Frye said he
feels that Witt, above other
students, sets the example
of what Harding strives to
portray.
"She is the personification of che good that we want
to project to visitors on our
campus," Frye said.
"I am so thrilled," Witt
said. "It's going to be an amazing year."

Photos by JEFF' MONTGOMERY I Public Relations
Haley Jane Witt plays the Wicked Witch of the West in the homecoming musical "The Wizard of Oz:' "I love getting to
be all over the place and practically insane;• Witt said. "She's crazy and I've never gotten to play a character like
that before."
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Hester Becomes An ·instant Hit

BRANDON HIG GINS

The Payoff

Pitch

Lateral
Lovin'

T

hink for a minute about

what can happen in 46

seconds. You can't do
much in that rime except for

maybe rake a bite of a chicken
biscuit, chew it up and swallow
it - which, by the way, you're
probably doing right now.
In the case ofTrinity University, 46 seconds is plenty
of rime to execute

15 laterals,

cover 6 I yards of a football
field and win a seemingly out-

of-reach football game against
Millsaps College. For Millsaps,
46 seconds was an absolute
. eternity.
When we think of classic plays in college football
games, most people think of
The Play from the I 982 "Big
Gaine" where rhe California
Golden Bears bear the Stanford
Cardinal on a kickoff return

that involved five laterals and a
marching band.
Though Trinity didn't have
to deal with an over-anxious

band, their play is still more
amazing to me, even though it
wasn't on a national stage.

Seven different players
touched the ball, meaning that
som e people obviously touched
the ball more than once on the
play, including Riley Curry,
who dashed the final 44 yards
to take the ball into the end
zone and complete the improbable comeback.
Also, the fact that there were
15 successful laterals is amazing
on its own. Just look at reams

who run the option offense,
which is probably the hardest
offense to run because of the

risk that comes with pitching
the ball back a few yards. A
team like Navy, who runs the
triple option, will tell you that
it's hard eno ugh to execute one

effective pitch on a play, much
less 15. Some of rhe laterals
for Trinity's play weren't exactly
option pitches, though.
The final lateral was an
acrual pass thrown from the
sideline to mid-field. The player
was falling out of bounds, but
still managed to toss a pass
across the field to Curry for
the win. Talk about living on

CRAIG RAINBOLT IThe Bison
Freshman Patrick Hester soars throug h th e air and delivers a dunk. The S·foot-9 Hester first dun ked when he was a 5-foot-7 sophomore guard at Bentonville High School in
Bentonville, Ark.
I)

Bison Freshman Makes A Statement At Midnight Madness With Athletic Ability
By BRANDON HIGGINS
sports editor
Ar M idnight Madness this
year, everyone in attendance

witnessed something they probably didn't come to rhe gym
expecting to see.

This was the first year rhar
there was an actual dunk
contest held at the M idnight
M adness event, so people were
anxious to see what the field of
contestan ts w as going to look

like.
There were a few obvio us choices in Matt Hall,
Brian H oward; however, when

5-foot-9 freshman Patrick
H ester's nam e was anno unced,
most of the fans were in sh ock .

By the end of the night,
they w ere in awe.

Hester's first dunk brought

down the h ouse, but it was his
second dunk th at vaulted him
into fan favorite status with the

Rhodes Rowdies.
Hester lined up two people

so I erupted and then they
erupted."

Hester, who dunked for rh e
first rime when he was a 5-foor-

7-inch sophomore at Benronville (Ark.) H igh School,

in front of the rim, w ith the

first person holding a ball in h is
hand. H ester stood beyond rhe
3-po int arc, got a running start

and roo k to the air. The player
with th e ball tossed it up fo r an
alley-oop, and what followed
was an instant ph enomenon.

Hester grabbed the ball with
one hand as he jumped over rhe

doesn't just dunk in contests;
he's also shown what he can do
during a game.
His favorite in-game dunk
came ar an AAU tou rnament

in Fayetteville, Ark. He and his
point guard, P.J. Shannon, got
on a fast break with Shannon
ahead of him.
"He threw it high off rhe
glass, and I jumped off of one

two players, cocked it back and
jammed it to incite an eruption fro m the fans that rivaled a
buzzer-beater.
"I didn't expect ch em to
come o ur of the stands and

"Ir was just nasty. H ow high I

grab me like that," H ester said
of the fans after his final dunk.

got was ri diculo us."
Hester's standi ng verti-

"My adrenaline got goi ng

cal leap was measured at 37

leg, caught it way above the

rim, brought it back and just
rocked the rim ," Hester said.

the edge - if just the tiniest
portion of the passer's foot
would've touched the chalk of
the sideline, the game would've
been over. Speaking of which,
the game w as close to being
over several times on that single
play.
There were two fade-away
passes by the sideline - one
of which bounced before it got
to the receiver, one near-tackle
where the player just threw the
ball behind him and directly
to the right person and there
were a co uple of times when
the lateral passes were almost
intercepted by Millsaps.
Was this play a fluke? Probably. Bur was it exciting? Most
definitely. And will a play equal
to the chaos rhar rook place at
Millsaps ever be reproduced?
We'll see.
The moral of this story:
Never quit until the whistle
blows when you're playing Trinity University and there are rwo
seconds left on the game clock.
Remember, they have a play
in their repertoire that involves
15 laterals in 46 seconds.
Ir's good for 61 yards and a
win.

about Hester's athleticism. "His
greatest assets are his legs and
explosiveness, and those are
some things that are just gifts."

ing his favorite dunk.

Though Hester's athletic
abilities like speed and agil-

Dunking is an art that
H ester has actually studied. He
patterns his dunks after those

a player, Morgan thinks his

that he sees in rhe NBA dunk

personality and attitude are

contests.
"I watch the shorter guys

like Nate Robinson, and see
what angles they're coming

iry are great assets for him as

what will ultimately make him
successful.
"When ·he came and tried

I watch the bigger guys like
Vince Carter and see what they

our last spring, a lot of our guys
came up to me saying rhar they
really liked him," Morgan said.
"He's really coachable, and he's

can do once they're in the air."
Tho ugh dunks are exciting,
th ey aren't what got Hester to
H ard ing. H is athleticism and
explosiveness is what made

just a sponge right now, soaking everything in."
Hester is very confident
about this season and the
seasons to come, saying that he

head basketball coach Jeff Mor-

expects big things.
And big things come in
5-foor-9 packages.

from,'' Hester said. "Then,

gan notice him.
"It's a gift," Morgan said

Bisons Take On
Wonder Boys
• Improved defense
looks to stifle Arkansas

winning streak, buc the Bisons
showed they are continuing co

Tech.

improve on both sides of the
ball.
1be Harding defense gave up
an average of 43 points per game
during the first six games of rhe

By CARSO N FANT
student reporter
The H arding Bisons will play
the Arkansas Tech Wonder Boys
Saturday fo r homecoming, trying
to get back in the w in column

after a tough loss at Henderson
Stare last week.
H arding has won 16 ofirs lasr
17 homecoming games, including
a 27- 10 victory over ninth-ranked
Arkansas Tech two years ago.
"! always felt like our guys
were really focused to play on
homecoming because we've always
had a great crowd," Harding head
coach Ronnie Huckeba said. "We
seem to play well on homecoming.
We have in the past."
lbe Biso ns' past two games
have been as the visiting team for
homecoming games . Two weeks

BRANDON HlGGlNS
serves as the sports editor
for the 2007-2008 Bison .
He may be co ntacted at
bh iggins@harding.edu

inches when he was a junior at
Bentonville, so it should come
as no surprise that both of his
elbows were above the rim dur-

JEFF MONTGOMERY I Public Relations
Sophomore Joseph Mahaffey makes a tackle ag ain st West Ge orgia as sophomo re Kyle Young looks on.
The Bisons will take o n Arkan sas Tech tomorrow at 2 p.m.

ago, H arding ruined the festivities
fo r So uth ern Arkansas, raking a
3 1-24 victory in overtime. Last
week the Bisons almost pulled off
another road victory, but fell to
H en derso n Stare 22- 19.
The loss snapped a three-game

season, bur only an average of23
points over rhe last two games.

Huckeba said experience is helping
his young defense.
"We have a lot of very young
players," Huckeba said. "The
experience they're gaining week
to week in the games is helping
them as we progress through the
season."
Huckeba added char an emphasis

on fundamentals has also helped
the defense be more successful.

The Bisons defense will have
to be good Saturday to slow down
Tech quanerback Justin Ray. Ray
rook over as a starter after Cole
Barthel, a former Arkansas Ra-

wrback, suffered a season-ending
knee injury. Ray is not the average
backup, however.

"I don't feel like we got a break
ar all," Huckeba said.
Last week in a 56-49 loss ro
Southern Arkansas, Ray acmunred
see FOOTBALL page 2b
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Lady Bisons Soccer Back
In GSC Tournament
• Women are fourth seed.
By DEREK MCCORMICK
student reporter
The H arding women's soccer
team will be traveling to Pensacola,
Fla., this weekend to participate
in the Gulf South Conference
Tournament for the fourth time
since joining the conference in
2000. The team will start the
tournament as the fourth seed.
The Lady Bisons started the
season off with their first ever
win over Northeastern State but
later lost four in a row.
After beginning the season
with a conference record of 0-2
the team "took their destiny into
their own hands and won four of
the next five," head coach Greg
Harris said.
Kendyl Washburn, an exercise
science major from Midland,
Texas, said the team started out
the season, "kind of slow with
everyone trying to figure out their
role and a lot ofgirls playing much
faster paced college soccer.
"The team has worked so hard
these last few weeks and it has
CRAIG RAINBOLT/ The Bison
Junior Carter Truax goes up for the ball against Christian Brothers on Oct. 21 . The Bisons will make their
first appearance in the Gulf South Conference tournament tonight.

paid off," Washburn said .
Lynsey Clissold, a business
marketing major from Houston,
is one of four seniors on this year's
team, which has 17 freshmen.
. "It took some time to get familiar with how everyone plays,
b ut once we clicked we played
some amazing ball and we've been
running through some pretty
good teams like it was nothing,"
Clissold said.
Harris described the season
as being one of maturity and
turnarounds. He said that he
has seen some of the best soccer
to ever come from Harding, but
also some of the worst, all in the
same season.
'Tm very proud," Harris said.
"They've taken care of business
and done what they needed to
do to get things done."
Harris said he has seen bonds
form within the team over the
past few months, both on and
off the field.
"We are all out on the field to
play for each other, whether it be
in practice or a game," Washburn
said. "Having. a great group of girls
affects our play in that we work

hard because we don't want to let
each other down."
"The girls get along probably
too well and it drives coach crazy,"
Clissold said. "He's always trying
to get us to talk on the field as
much as we do off the field."
This week the team is just
focusing on West Florida, who is
No. 1 in the conference, a team
Harding has already lost 1-0 to
this season. They will inevitably
have to face them at some point
in the tournament.
"If we can't beat the best, we
don't deserve to be there," Harris
said of the possibiliry of facing
West Florida.
"West Florida is a very good
team with a lot of speed, but it's
nothing we can't handle if we go
out and give it our all," Clissold
said. 'Tm excited to show them
what we've got."
Harris said they have never
shied from competition. They
have been at each of the top three
schools, and even though they
lost, it was only by one.
"We're a good team, too," Harris said. "Should we think that we
should win? Absolutely."
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Six-peat In Searcy

Bisons Soccer Will Make
Program History

(
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"The foundation of this team
Harris also credited the Bisons'
constant improvements to their has been the junior class," Harlate season success and subsequent ris said.
playoff berth; however, above all,
The junior class has helped to
Harris said that the driving force · provide the leadership that Harris
behind this year's success can be said is so important. Graduate
traced back to 2005.
assistant Joe Ireland said the
In the spring of 2005, the experience that they've gained
men's soccer budget received throughout their three years here
more funding. This, in effect, has helped mold them into the
allowed Harris to recruit better leaders that they are now.
"More than halfthe starters have
quality players.
The following fall, players been playing together for nearly
including juniors Carter Truax, three years now," Ireland said.
The Bisons will play tonight
who leads the team in goals this
year, C olby Wilson, Seth Cole- at 6 against top-seeded and
m an, Odracir Guzman and Ross No. 3 ranked West Florida in
Pensacola, Fla.
Bourdeau, arrived.

By GARRETT PHILPOT
student reporter
The Harding men's soccer team
will make their first post season
appearance after an overtime goal
by senior Brock Williams clinched
the Bisons' spot in the Gulf South
Conference tournament.
The reason that the Bisons are
heading to the post season this
year, according to head coach Greg
Harris, is that they don't rely on
one person to carry the load.
"This is not a team of super
stars," Harris said. "This is a
team full of hard workers and
great leaders."
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FOOTBALL: Strong Defense Will Be Key
CONTINUED from page 1a
for 479 yards of total offense and
five touchdowns. He was 22-for-48
passing for 320 yards and three
touchdowns. Ray also led the
Wonder Boys with 159 yards and
two touchdowns rushing.
"Justin Ray is one of the best
athletes at quarterback that I have
watched on film in a long time,"
Huckeba said. "He reminds you
of[former Razorback quarterback]
Matt Jones. He's so fast, and he
really throws the ball well. Boy,
he can make you look silly if you

don't do a good job of keeping
him contained."
Harding will be led by its
star quarterback, junior David
Knighton. Knighton leads the
GulfSouth Conference in passing
yards per game and total yards
per game. He has also thrown
only one interception with 10
touchdowns in his last 120 pass
attempts. He leads the GSC in
passing touchdowns .
Senior Ardell Briggs leads
the Bisons in receiving with 45
receptio ns for 459 yards and three

l•

1:
1
21
2
2!
2:
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touchdowns, including 10 catches
for 94 yards against Henderson
State. Redshirt freshman Jordan
Watson and sophomore Kurt
Adams have five and four receiving
touchdowns, respectively.
The Bisons' rushing attack is
led by a trio of backs. Junior Alan
Webster, senior Calvin Roberts
and Briggs have combined for
nearly 900 rushing yards and
seven touchdowns.
Tomorrow's game against
the Wonder Boys will begin at
2p.m.
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Seniors Meredith Rosenbaum (right) and Katelin Parks compet e against Henderson State on Oct. 30.
The Lady Bisons will host the GSC tournament after winning their sixth consecutive GSC West title.
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The Bison is circulated to a 4,000+ local
primary readership, and 1,500+ nationally.
As a popular swdent publication, the Bison is
a perfect avenue of exposure to the college
market.

For more information please contact:
Adrienne Brenon, Business Manager
abrenon@harding.edu
Office: 501.279.4330
Fax: 501.279.4127
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paid off," Washburn said.
Lynsey Clissold, a business
marketing major from Houston,
is one of four seniors on this year's
ceam, which has 17 freshmen.
"It took some time to get familiar with how everyone plays,
but once we clicked we played
some amazing ball and we've been

hard because we don't want to let
each other down."
"The girls get along probably
too well and it drives coach crazy,"
Clissold said. "He's always trying
to get us to talk on the field as
much as we do off the field."
This week the ream is just
focusing on West Florida, who is

running through some pretty
good teatns like it was nothing,"

No. 1 in the conference, a team

Clissold said.
Harris described the season
as being one of maturity and
rurnarounds. He said char he
has seen some of the best soccer
to ever come from Harding, but
also some of the worst, all in the
same season.
«I'm very proud," Harris said.
"They've taken care of business
and done what they needed to
do ro get things done."
Harris said he has seen bonds
form within the team over the
past few months, both on arid
off the field.
"We are all out on the field to
play for each other, whether it be
in practice or a game," Washburn
said. "Havin!j a great group ofgirls
affects our play in char we work
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Harding Squirrels

Students Puzzle Way Through Corn Maze
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student reporter

Harding has already lost 1-0 to
this season. They will inevitably
have to face chem at some point

in the tournamenr.
"If we can't beat the best, we
don't deserve to be there," Harris
said of the possibility of facing
West Florida.
"West Florida is a very good
team wirh a lor of speed, but it's
nothing we can't handle if we go
out and give it our all," Clissold
said. "I'm excired to show them
what we've got."
Harris said they have never
shied from competition. They
have been at each of the top three
schools, and even though they
lost, it was only by one.
"We're a good team, too," Harris said. "Should we think that we
should win? Absolutely."
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AUGUSTA, Ark. - Fall is
here. Welcome or not, the
temperatures have dropped,
the leaves are changing, it is
raining more and the winter
clothes have been unpacked.
So we are all getting prepared
to see our breath for the next
five months.
However, with chis weather
comes some pretty great things
that you don't often get to
experience otherwise. This is
awesome weather to go hiking
at one of the great state parks
in central Arkansas such as
Petit Jean or Pinnacle Mountain in Lierle Rock. Or there
are plenty of other great places
that are a little more local,
such as Sugar Loaf or Camp
T ahkodah. The temperatures
are just right for it. and the
colorful background of fall
leaves will be quite a sight
from the top of any of these
places.
This past weekend my
friends and l took a drive
and experienced something a
little more down to earth. If
you take Highway 64 toward
Memphis you wiJI come upon
the town of Augusta. Beyond
that there is a huge field on
your left. That is where you
will find the Peebles Corn
Maze.
Growing up near here I had
always heard of the Peebles
Maze, but had never gone
until this year. It was well

worth the wait. When you
talking about it and went with
pull in you will drive down
the majority.
After the fourth fork in
their driveway1 which is about
the trail everyone was tired
a quarter of a mile long. You
of talking and a little crabby
walk up the drive and pay $7
because they'd all been outto get in. While I was paying
voted at least once. So about
it seemed like a pretty steep
6.ve minutes into the maze we
fee to pay to go walk around
a field for an hour, but I sure
came to a fork and half of the
group went one way and half
didn't leave complaining.
Once you are in there is a
of the group went the other.
lot you can do. There is a place After about four forks everyto pick out pumpkins; you can one was all split up and we
spent a considerable amount
wait to go on one of their hay
rides; there is a petting zoo
of time playing some form of
area with some pretry fun aniMarco Polo to get the group
back together.
mals and tons of other things
Rushing around with your
you can do to create good
photo opportunities before or
friends in a corn maze would
after the maze. My friends and
also not be co1nplete without
the constant puns that the
I weren't having any of those
maze allows for. Favorites
distractions. We were there to
include, "this field is a-mazeconquer the maze.
ing!" or "that was a corny
This year the maze is in the
shape of a spider-web. In prejoke!" and "stop running so
fast, I am kind of husk-y"
vious years it has been shaped
FinaJly, about an hour later,
like a castle and a sail boat.The
lady taking our money told
we came around a corner,
us char it cakes most people
heard voices, saw an openaround an hour to get all the
ing and soon were out of the
maze. It was an odd feeling.
way through. We talked to another gentleman who cold us it For an hour, our only goal
was to get out of the maze.
only took him five minutes his
first time, but later we found
It was the goal that directed
our every step. So, when you
out that he was the guy who
designed ir.
accomplish chat goal there is
We started into the maze
an odd feeling of "now what?"
and came to our first fork.
We stood for a moment thinkThe eight of us stopped. We
ing about whether or not to
go back in and work our way
spent a good four minutes
talking about which direction
back to beginning.
to go, reached a consensus and
All in all, it is a completely
worthwhile trip to take with
went that way. Thirty seconds
later we came co another fork.
a good group of friends. It is
pretty a-maze-ing.
We repeated the process of
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"The Wizard of Oz"
Benson Auditorium
8p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 3
Belles and Beaux
Administration Auditorium
10a.m.
Pied Pipers
Reynolds Center Recital Hall
11 a.m.
Bison Football
First Security Stadium

2p.m.
"The Wizard of Oz"

Benson Auditorium
8p.m.
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Your dad will love getting a bill
from us because he will know
that we took good care of you.

Adrienne Brenon, Business Manager
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Eastern Philosophy Applied To Christian Principles
By JEREMY WATSON
copy editor

I

n a culture becoming more and
more obsessed with Eastern
mindsets and practices, samurai
have achieved a special place in many
Western minds after being portrayed
in films, books and television shows.
But while many people enjoy rhe
romanticized view of these "servant
warriors," few really understand rhe
principles cruly behind the actions
and discipline of the samurai.
In his new book, "The Way of
the Christian Samurai: Reflections
for Servant Warriors of Christ," Paul
Nowak seeks to capitalize on society's
knowledge and interest in samurai
to help explain what principles the
samurai truly lived by, and in doing
so, show how Christians can, even in
their ordinary lives, become warriors
for God in a way many seldom even
think about.
By examining the writings of several of che more prominent samurai
and comparing it to scripture, Nowak
draws out several principles char

samurai held at the forefront of their
daily lives and shows how many of
the same teachings can be found in
the Bible. The book is split into three
segments: Service, Self-Sacrifice and
the Pursuit of Perfection, and Resolve. Each section cakes portions of
writings from samurai and expounds
upon chem, and then shows how the
principles contained in each relate to
a Christian's daily walk with God.
"I divided the book into three
sections for the three aspects of
Service, Self-Sacrifice and Resolve as
I found that the citations from the
samurai writings fell into one of those
three categories in relation to similar
themes in Christian teachings,"
Nowak said.
Many aspects of Bushido, the "way
of the warrior," can be taken as helpful advice on how to live as a Christian. Nowak, however, is quick to
point out that one should not equate
Christianity with Bushido or assume
that every reaching that samurai followed lines up with what Christians
believe.
"It is very important to .remember

be an outstanding retainer by simply
living for his master. Nowak then
reinforces this concept and relates it
to Christianity by quoting, among
other passages, many of Jesus' teachings on servitude, including numerous parables.
In the segment on "Self-Sacrifice,"
Paul Nowak
by quoting the many New Testament
author
passages that encourage a Christian
to deny themselves in order to follow
Christ, Nowak shows that a servant's
char rhe way of the samurai ... is not
life should not be his own bur should
a substitute or an equivalent of the
be focused on his master. He conChristian Way found through the
nects it to Bushido by relating a series
teaching, example and life of Jesus
Christ," Nowak said. "However, there of stories of samurai who decided
their lives were not their own and
are many common teachings, and the
were able to do many amazing things
Eastern insight can be a refreshing
in service to their masters. By considand enlightening look at the Chrisering themselves already dead, they
tian faith as we know it."
were able to proceed without fear in
Nowak rakes these common
order to better serve.
teachings and develops them through
Nowak discusses "Resolve" in his
quotations of both samurai writfinal section on the principles of the
ings and Christian scripture. In the
samurai, and compares the single"Service" section, he emphasizes the
samurai's role as a retainer, or servant, minded servitude of the samurai to
a Christian's ideal lifestyle of service.
who put his master above himself in
Many troubles and challenges can be
everything he did. Even a samurai
who was not especially talented could overcome by simply resolving before-

"Eastern insight can
be a refreshing and
enlightening look at the
Christian faith as we
know it."
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A French Influence
Harding Professor's Love For France Endures
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October29
• (1945) - The first ball point pen goes on sale, 57 years after being patented.
October30
• (1493) - Christopher Columbus discovers the island of Dominica.
October31
• (1517) - Martin Luther posts his Ninety-Five Theses in Wittenberg, Germany.
November1
• (1765) - The Stamp Act goes into effect in the American colonies.
November2
• (1957) - The first titanium mill is opened in Toronto, Ohio.

hand that whatever happens, you will
simply cake it one step at a time.
Nowak rakes a long-mysterious,
romanticized group and relates them
to contemporary Christians. By looking at the principles of samurai, he
says we can live our lives in a manner
to greater serve Christ and be an
example in the world.
"The strongest lesson from the way
of the samurai regarding evangelism is
rhe importance of example," Nowak
said. "There are several passages in
which the samurai are reminded char
how they treat others or act in public
will reflect on their master - a lesson
we Christians must always be mindful
of as rhe world watches how we serve
our Lord, Jesus Christ.
"I was struck by the insight into
everyday life that these warriors had
expressed, and in particular the similarities of some teachings to Biblical
truths [when] I was first introduced
to Bushido. The book has something
for anyone who is looking for a fresh
or different presentation of che Christian ideals with which we are already
familiar."

By JORDAN HARRIS
student reporter

T

alking about who
Dr. Robert McCready
is at his essence and
not mentioning French would
be like discussing water without mentioning its being wet.
The French language dug its
roots deep into his childhood,
entangled itself like green
vines in his adulthood as he
lived in France and now is
blossoming and bearing fruit
as he has returned to the U.S.
At Karns Middle School in
Knoxville, Tenn., there was an
attractive young woman who
would come for 15 minutes
three times a week and reach
a class entirely in French. The
singsonw language captured
McC:r~~M)r'1Hecause it was a
secret code to him. This first
encounter, acting as a catalyst,
the first in a line of dominoes,
caused him to scudy French
throughout high school and
then at Lipscomb College.
Then came the opportunity of a lifetime. McCready
won an ITT Fulbright Scholarship to study in Geneva,
Switzerland. This program
selects one student, usually
from schools such as Harvard, Stanford or M.I.T., to
represent the U.S . in other
countries.
It was in Geneva that
McCready had a life-changing experience. The scholarship provided enough
money to travel for six weeks

throughout Europe. On one
particular crip, while headed
to Lourdes in southwestern
France, he met a woman and
the two starred talking about
God. She became extremely
interested and asked him to
send her traces and pamphlets
about Christianity. When McCready finally got back home
that night, he cried. Where
that woman lived in France,
the nearest Church of Christ
was more than six hours away.
McCready prayed that no one
in French-speaking Europe
would have to travel more
than an hour, or two at most,
to worship with believers.
McCready himself set about
doing the Lord's work, for
who aside from Christians
.-will help bring about God's
will?
France is different from
the United States in one
major way: while around
70 percent may claim co be
· Catholic, about 50 percent
would claim to be atheist.
Most of these French people
are non-practicing Catholics.
This lack of God is a fresh
breeding ground for apathy
and pessimism. Mix this with
the number of Churches of
Christ fluctuating at around
10 in all of French-speaking
Europe, and you get the picture of how being a Christian
in Francophone Europe might
feel like being a single drop of
water in the ocean.
McCready spent the next
20 years in France. He moved

into a studio with literally
nothing, because when the
French move out of a place,
they take everything with
them, from the light fixtures
to the cabinets. He met and
married a Lebanese girl who
had found her way to France,
and he helped start a church
in Nantes. McCready also
started a church in Toulouse,
France, that had only nine
members. He taught English
and even learned to coach
basketball so. he could have a
Christ-like influence on the
players.
McCready has been back
in the U.S. teaching at Harding University for eight years
now, bur his heart is still in
France. And his journey is
nor yet over. He has gone the
distance, but now he is back
and in the honorable position expanding the minds of
students.
The U.S. is much bigger
than a person's home state.
Many students see that more
clearly than ever after being at
Harding, a university where
approximately 6,000 students
represent forty-nine states and
many foreign countries.
In the same way, the world
is considerably larger than
only rhe U.S. A person is only
limited by his imagination.
Once he knows how large the
world truly is and how diverse
the people are, that curtain
is thrown back. The question
then becomes, what is rhe
new limit?
,,,,

Let us help you discover all that Searcy has to offer!
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lnvisalign® Open House

Aker ?.!ling al Hording UnlYerslty In the 1970s, we chose
to make Searcy our home ln 1991. Searcy hos so much more
lo offer !hon fusl Ro" Sfreet...greot neighborhoods,
excellent sd!ooh, thriving duirdtes and property volues thot
make.for oulslandlng quahty of ur..

2004 RE/MAX Arkansas Rookie of the Year
Wllh our combined experience ond ernpbosls on customtr
service, we've been the fl real estate leam the post 2years.
You can trust that we'll 111111 your needs.

2005 #l in soles (dollars and transadions

Friday, Nov. 9TH 9:00AM - 3:00PM

Whether you're looklng for Investment/rental property, a
home In which to rolse ofomily, a place to enjoy your
rttlremtnt or land on whkh to build your dream home,
Storey hos Ill I.et us help you find whol you're looking for In
the city •wber11housonds live like milllom wlsh they
(OUld."

wondered if Invisalign is right for

2006 #1 In sales (dollars and tronsadlons
•Searcy Boord of Realtors)

you,
ask
the
scheduling
coordinator to schedule you for an
appointment!

For eligible lnvisalign Open House

TODD WYATT, DMD • TIM DUKE, DDS

patients: FREE teeth whitening

WITH STAFF

• Searcy Board of Reahors)

Dr. Todd Wyatt will be providing
Invisallgn treatment consultations
to answer your questions about
Invisalign treatment, the clear way
to straighten teeth. If you have

with Invisalign treatment and

FREE consultation!

Come see us at the
~ , _ new RE/MAX Centerl
-

--

~bo
. ~, 703 W. Beebe-Capps
~cro\\'u....
501.268.3335

We are available to-help you any time. Please give us ocoll I
SEARCY DENTAL ASSOCIATES, P.A.
710 MARION ST. SUITE 302
268-3666

invisalign®
LEARN HOWTO SMILE AGAIN.

._ lnvisalign Open House and associated promotions arc hosted and sponsored by Dr. Todd Wyatt and noc by Align Technology, Jnc.

rn

Phil • SOl.593.1700/ Judy • 501.593.1800
www.hoggardteam.com • RE/MAX Advantage • BeebeCapps Branch

